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Abstrat
We study the turbulent veloity dispersion spetra of the oexistent HCN and HCO
+
moleular speies as a funtion of length sale in the M17 star-forming moleular loud.
We show that the observed downward shift of the ion's spetrum relative to that of
the neutral is readily explained by the existene of an ambipolar diusion range within
whih ion and neutral turbulent energies dissipate dierently. We use these observations
to evaluate this deoupling sale and show how to estimate the strength of the plane-of-
the-sky omponent of the embedded magneti eld in a ompletely novel way.
Subjet headings: ISM: louds  ISM: individual (M17)  ISM: magneti elds 
Physial Data and Proesses: turbulene
1. Introdution
Star formation is one of the very basi topis of astronomy. It was proposed as early as in
the 18th entury, by Immanuel Kant and Simon de Laplae independently, that stars originate
from louds of matter ontrating under their own gravitation. This point of view is supported by
modern observations, whih show a high orrelation between the positions of newly formed stars
and those of moleular louds. Moleular louds are made up primarily of moleular hydrogen with
a mean number density of approximately 102 m−3. Some of the louds are as big as 10  100 p
with masses reahing 104  106M⊙, while the typial temperature of an individual loud is only
10  50 K. Sine the Jeans mass, whih is the minimum loud mass needed to overome thermal
motion and bring gravitational ollapse, is approximately 20M⊙, it follows that moleular louds
are highly gravitationally bound. On the other hand, the star formation eieny, dened as the
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ratio of stellar mass to host loud mass, is observed to be only a few perents (Myers et al. 1986).
Moreover, the free fall time of a moleular loud (on the order of 1 Myr) is usually shorter than
its age (approximately 2  10 Myr). These observations imply the existene of mehanisms that
prevent the rapid ollapse of moleular louds and explain the low eieny with whih stars are
formed.
Dierent mehanisms have been invoked to regulate star formation. If the potential for mag-
neti elds embedded in moleular louds to bring support against self-gravity was reognized early
on (Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987; Moushovias & Ciolek 1999), the role played by interstellar tur-
bulene in the star-forming proess was also put forth and is atively studied (Ma Low & Klessen
2004). The fat that suh fundamental questions are still debated owes largely to the lak of observa-
tional onstraints on existing star formation theories. For example, our knowledge of magneti eld
strengths in moleular louds is mainly based on observations of the Zeeman eet (Cruther et al.
1993) and the so-alled Chandrasekhar-Fermi method (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953), but both
types of measurements are diult to arry out in most parts of a loud. Similarly, turbulent en-
ergy needs to dissipate at small sales to allow for loud material to ollapse and form stars. But
the details pertaining to the mehanisms at the origin of turbulene dissipation, whether they are
related to visosities or ambipolar diusion, are still unertain.
In this paper, we show how the dierene between the turbulent veloity dispersion spetra of
oexistent ions and neutrals an shed light on the existene of an ambipolar diusion range, and be
used to estimate magneti eld strengths in moleular louds. To do so, we rst use the method put
forth by Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001) to study simulations of turbulent moleular louds to
measure the spetral index of the Kolmogorov-type turbulene observed in our veloity dispersion
spetra. We then argue that the observed dierene between the ion and neutral spetra is due
to dierenes in their respetive energy dissipation ranges. Based on the measured spetral index,
and the dierene in the turbulene spetra, we desribe how the strength of magneti elds an be
estimated.
2. Turbulene in Moleular Clouds
The observations of moleular line proles in most parts of giant moleular louds (GMCs)
reveal muh wider line widths (on the order of 1 km/s and more) than what is expeted from
thermal motions (a fration of 1 km/s). While there is no evidene that this motion is due to
systemati mass motion, e.g., gravitational ollapse, Zukerman & Evans (1974) suggested that the
large line widths stem from loalized supersoni turbulene. This idea is strongly supported by
the disovery by Larson (1981) that the line width follows a Kolmogorov-type spetral law, i.e.,
σ ∝ L0.38, where σ stands for the veloity dispersion measured from line proles and L is the linear
size of the observed louds or loud ores (see the Fig. 1 of Larson (1981)). Larson's law was derived
from the statistis of many louds/ores of dierent sizes, but the harateristis of the turbulene
veloity spetrum as a funtion of the length sale vary from loud to loud. This an be seen from
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Larson's work, where, for example, data pertaining to the M17 moleular loud and ores embedded
within it imply a smaller spetral index than that (i.e., 0.38) of the overall law mentioned above.
Several methods have been proposed to study turbulene at sub-loud/ore sales (Ossenkopf & Ma Low
2002). We apply here the tehnique introdued by Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001) to our data
obtained for M17. Our data onsist of the HCN (J = 4→ 3) and HCO+ (J = 4→ 3) rotational
transitions observed in an approximately 2 armin. × 2 armin.-wide region loated near the enter
of M17 with the Calteh Submillimeter Observatory (CSO). These data were previously disussed
in details by Houde et al. (2002). Figure 1 shows a log-log plot of the HCN veloity dispersion spe-
trum as a funtion of the length sale. The angular resolution of the CSO's 10.4-meter telesope
is approximately 20 arseonds at the frequenies of interest (i.e., approximately 355 GHz and 357
GHz, respetively, for HCN and HCO
+
at this transition), and orresponds to the smallest sale on
the plot. The data at larger sales were obtained by ombining the spetra from adjaent regions to
eetively simulate beam sizes of double, triple, and quadruple the original size. In Larson's work
it was adequate to approximate the louds or ores as being spherial in shape, and sales along the
line of sight ould, therefore, be reasonably estimated from orresponding spatial extents on the sky.
On the other hand, at sub-loud/ore sales the sky-projeted and line-of-sight sales are no longer
diretly orrelated. Consequently, the satter at eah sale in our data of Figure 1 is mainly due
to the range of line-of-sight sales. But, interestingly, Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001) showed in
their simulations of turbulent moleular louds that the lower envelope of suh veloity dispersion
distributions traes the atual turbulent veloity spetrum very well.
Two points are worth noting. First, the lower envelope of our HCN data shows a spetral
index of 0.18 (as measured from the logarithmi slope), whih is smaller than that observed by
Larson (1981) for his ensemble of moleular louds. Seond, in ontrast to the simulations of
Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001), this spetral index is onstant aross the dispersion spetrum.
The hange in spetral index at smaller sales seen in the results of Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie
(2001) (see their Figure 10(a)) is explained by the presene of a turbulent energy dissipation sale.
Aordingly, we interpret the onstant spetral index of the HCN lower envelope in our data as an
indiation that we did not reah the dissipation sale in M17 at the spatial resolution with whih
our data were obtained. That is, our data probe the inertial range.
3. The Ambipolar Diusion Sale
It is usually believed that magneti elds in the interstellar medium are highly oupled to the
gas; this is the so-alled ux freezing phenomenon. This is one of the most important onsequenes
of the indution equation
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B, (1)
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where B is the magneti eld, v the veloity of the (ionized) gas, and η the magneti diusivity
(assumed to be onstant here). The ratio of the onvetion term to the diusion term is dened as
the magneti Reynolds number
Rm =
|∇ × (v×B)|
|η∇2B|
∼
V L
η
, (2)
where L and V are harateristi spatial and veloity sales, respetively. Under onditions when
Rm ≫ 1, the ux freezing approximation is warranted through Kelvin's vortiity theorem (Choudhuri
1998), as the onvetion term dominates over the diusion term in equation (1).
When dealing with weakly ionized plasmas, however, the diusivity is not limited to that
onveyed through η. The orresponding analysis reveals a more general form for Ohm's law (Parker
2007)
E =
1
c
[
−vn ×B+
4pi
c
(
ηj+ αj×
B
B
+ βj⊥
)]
, (3)
where c is the speed of light, vn is the veloity of the neutral omponent of the gas, j and j⊥ are
the urrent density and its omponent perpendiular to B, while α and β are, respetively, the Hall
oeient and the eetive magneti diusivity (also known as the Pedersen oeient (Parker
2007)). It an be shown that for typial onditions enountered in GMCs β ≫ α ≫ η, and the
above relation for the eletri eld thus simplies to (Biskamp 2003)
E = −
1
c
(
vn ×B−
4pi
c
βj⊥
)
. (4)
The eetive magneti diusivity is given by
β =
B2
4piniµνi
, (5)
where ni is the ion density, while νi and µ are the ollision rate of an ion with the neutrals and the
mean redued mass haraterizing suh ollisions, respetively. Although the insertion of equation
(4) into Faraday's law of indution does not yield a relation analogous to equation (1) for the
indution equation (Brandenburg & Zweibel 1994), it is nonetheless lear that the ux freezing
approximation will ease to be adequate when the eetive magneti diusivity term dominates
over the onvetive term in equation (4). Consequently, we an dene a new eetive magneti
Reynolds number with
Rm =
c |vn ×B|
4pi |βj⊥|
=
|vn ×B|
|β (∇×B)
⊥
|
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∼
VnL
β
∼
4piniµνiVnL
B2
, (6)
where Ampère's law was substituted for the urrent density. Based on equation (6), it is lear that
although Rm ≫ 1 for sales usually probed with single-dish observations (i.e., on the order of sizes
subtended by the telesope beam), this relation does not neessarily hold true for all the turbulent
eddies existing in any given region of a moleular loud. This is beause situations involving small
eddies (in the neutral gas) of size L evolving in a region embedded with a (strong) magneti eld
will lead to lower eetive magneti Reynolds numbers. In fat, it is expeted from the loss in the
relative importane of the onvetive term in equation (4) that the magneti eld, and therefore
the ions, will deouple more easily from neutral eddies at suh sales, when the eetive Reynolds
number is on the order of unity or less. This deoupling, or ambipolar diusion (Mestel & Spitzer
1956), will be responsible for frition fores between the ion and neutral omponents of the gas,
and will thus bring about the dissipation of turbulent energy (Zweibel & Josafatsson 1983). It is
also reasonable to expet that the existene of ambipolar diusion will be the ause for possible
dierenes between the veloity dispersion spetra of the ions and the neutrals.
We also note that for typial onditions in the interstellar medium (e.g., B ∼ 10µG, nn ∼ 10
3
m
−3
, an ionized fration of approximately 10−6, and with νi ≃ 1.5 × 10
−9nn s
−1
for ion/neutral
ollisions (Nakano 1984)) equation (5) yields an eetive magneti diusivity β of the order of
1021 m2s−1, whih is muh larger than the hydrodynami visosity (whih is of the order of 1016
m
2
s
−1
). The situation also holds for denser parts of moleular louds suh as the ones probed
with our data, where both density and magneti eld strength an inrease by as muh as two
or three orders of magnitude. Given this fat, will ambipolar diusion set an energy dissipation
sale in the turbulent energy spetrum that is larger than the sale due to visosity? This is
still an open question, both on observational and theoretial/simulation grounds. For supersoni
magnetohydrodynami turbulene, the fast waves and Alfvén waves are strongly damped at smaller
sales when Rm < 1 (MKee et al. 1993; Balsara 1996). It is, therefore, reasonable to expet steeper
energy spetra at ambipolar diusion sales. But sine ions and neutrals are deoupled from eah
other, their respetive energy (and veloity dispersion) spetra must have dierent slopes at these
sales. Whih one should be steeper? Here we show that observing the turbulent veloity spetra of
oexistent ion and neutral moleular speies, even at spatial resolution muh lower than ambipolar
diusion sales, an shade some light on these questions.
4. Comparison of HCN and HCO
+
in M17
Figure 2 shows in part the same data as in Figure 1, with the exeptions that the vertial
axis is now for the square of the veloity dispersion, we used linear sales for both the horizontal
and vertial sales, and more importantly data for the other moleular speies, HCO
+
, have been
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added. The use of linear sales for the axes in this gure was hosen to better show the dierene
between the two data sets as a funtion of the length sale, as this will beome important for the
disussion below. As an be seen, the two moleular speies show very similar spetral indies for
their respetive veloity dispersion spetra (i.e., 0.18, as alulated with the lower envelopes), whih
is expeted at this sale beause ions are trapped by magneti elds, whih are in turn well-oupled
with neutrals due to ux freezing. But note that the lower envelope of HCO
+
is downshifted from
that of HCN. We now turn our attention to identifying the ause for this nearly onstant shift of
the ion veloity spetrum over all the sales shown in the part of the inertial range probed by our
observations.
HCN and HCO
+
have been shown to be oexistent in moleular louds and to have system-
ati line width dierenes (Houde et al. 2000a,b, 2002; Lai, Velusamy, & Langer 2003; Houde et al.
2004). Due in part to its smaller ritial density HCO
+
is generally somewhat more optially
thik and will aordingly usually exhibit slightly more extended spatial distributions than HCN
(Houde et al. 2000a,b). Both of these properties would suggest that HCO
+
should have wider line
widths than HCN, yet the fat is that its spetral line proles are onsistently narrower in turbulent
moleular louds (suh as M17). Houde et al. (2000a) put forth a model, where magneti elds
aet the dynamis of moleular ions through the ylotron interation, that an aount for the
narrowing of their spetral line proles, whih was in turn interpreted as a signature of ambipolar
diusion (Houde et al. 2004).
Here we further argue that the aforementioned observed dierene between the two turbulent
veloity spetra (as a funtion of length sale) is also the result of ambipolar diusion. Even though
ambipolar diusion happens at muh smaller sales than that at whih our data was obtained, it
is still disernible in our observations beause the veloity dispersions we measure stem from the
ontribution of all turbulent eddies with sales approximately equal to, or smaller than, the dierent
beam sizes. To explain the systematially downshifted veloity dispersion spetrum of the ions, it
is neessary that
1. Ambipolar diusion does not set the ut-o range for both the ion and neutral energy spetra.
2. The ion spetral slope must be steeper than that of the neutrals' at ambipolar diusion sales,
as illustrated in Figure 3 (more below).
As mentioned before, a steep drop in the ion veloity dispersion spetrum at ambipolar diusion
sales an be expeted due to the fat that most of families of magnetohydrodynami waves are
strongly damped when Rm < 1. Neutrals, while still partaking in the turbulent energy asade
of the inertial range, should also exhibit a steeper turbulent spetrum than in their inertial range
beause of frition fores between ions and neutrals. But sine the low ionization level will limit the
amount of frition, neutrals will still have their energy ut-o set by hydrodynami visosity. The
square of the observed veloity dispersion at a partiular sale is proportional to the integral of the
energy spetrum below that sale. Therefore, at all sales larger than those overed by the ambipolar
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diusion range the dierene between the squares of the neutral and ion veloity dispersions will
be proportional to the dierene of the orresponding integrals between the sale where ambipolar
diusion sets in and the hydrodynami dissipation sale (see below). This is onveyed through the
shaded region in Figure 3.
5. Estimation of the Magneti Field Strength
The dierene between the ion and neutral veloity dispersion spetra an be used to estimate
the strength of the magneti eld. To see how this an be ahieved, let us onsider the wave number
k′ = 2pi/L′ orresponding to turbulent eddies of harateristi size L′ suh that Rm = V
′
nL
′/β = 1,
with V ′n the harateristi veloity of these (neutral) eddies. As disussed earlier, this is the sale
at whih ambipolar diusion sets in. For a wave number K < k′ (i.e., of spatial sale larger than
L′), the dierene between the squares of the neutral and ion veloity dispersions an be written as
∆σ2K =
 ∞
K
[Fn (k)− Fi (k)] dk, (7)
where Fn (k) and Fi (k) are (twie) the turbulent energy spetra density (i.e., per unit mass and
wave number) for the neutral and ion speies, respetively. But beause of the good oupling of the
ions and neutral through ux freezing in the inertial range we expet that
Fn (k) = Fi (k) , for k < k
′ . (8)
If we further assume that Fi (k) dereases steeply beyond k
′
, then for any wave number K < k′
the dierene of the square of the veloity dispersions (eq. [7℄) is only a funtion of k′ with
∆σ2K ≃ ∆σ
2
k′ ≡

∞
k′ Fn (k) dk, forK < k
′ . (9)
This result is onsistent with our observations, sine, as was mentioned earlier, our data show
suh a nearly onstant dierene between the neutral and ion spetra. More preisely, the measured
dierenes ∆σ2K from the veloity dispersion spetra of Figure 2 are 0.57, 0.65, 0.57, and 1.22 km
2
/s
2
with inreasing beam sizes. The disrepany at the largest spatial sale is easily aounted for by
the small amount of statistis available, whih prevented us from nding the true lower envelope
for both veloity dispersion spetra.
An important onsequene that follows from this analysis is that the determination of the
deoupling sale L′ and the neutral veloity dispersion V ′n at L
′
would allow for the evaluation of
the magneti eld strength through equation (6) by setting Rm = 1. More preisely, we nd that
B2 = 4piniµνiV
′
nL
′, (10)
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whih an be onveniently transformed using typial parameters for GMCs. For example, if we use
mean neutral and ion masses of, respetively, 2.3 and 29 times that of the hydrogen atom, then
B =
(
L′
0.5mpc
)1/2( V ′n
1 km s−1
)1/2 ( nn
106 cm−3
)( χi
10−7
)1/2
mG, (11)
where χi is the ionization fration.
It is important to note that sine observations an only reveal the veloity dispersion along
the line-of-sight and that the eetive magneti diusivity term in equation (4) is in a diretion
perpendiular to the magneti eld, the strength of the eld estimated with equations (10) or (11)
is only valid for its plane-of-the-sky omponent.
We now proeed and evaluate L′ and V ′n using our data. First, we note that the veloity
dispersion due to an eddy of sale size k = 2pi/L is given by
V 2n (k) = Fn (k)∆k. (12)
The energy density Fn (k) an readily be evaluated from our data, sine we know that
σ2n (k) =
 ∞
k
Fn (κ) dκ
≃ b
(
2pi
k
)n
, (13)
where σn (k) is the neutral veloity dispersion, while b and n are the dierent t parameters
to the neutral data (see Figure 2). Using the derivative relative to k on this equation and the
spetral spread orresponding to a Gaussian beam of full-width-half-magnitude L to estimate ∆k
(=
√
8 ln (2)/L ), we get from equation (12) that
V 2n (L) ≃ 0.37bnL
n. (14)
Moreover, if, as assumed, there is a signiant drop of the ion spetrum in its dissipation range
(as shown in Figure 3), it then follows that the ion veloity dispersion σi (k
′) observed at L′ (or
k′ = 2pi/L′) will be approximately equal to V ′n. We, therefore, write
V ′2n ≃ a+ bL
′n, (15)
where it should be lear that −a orresponds to ∆σ2k′ , as dened in equation (9) and measured from
our data (see Figure 2). Equating equations (14) (at L′) and (15) gives
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L′n =
−a
b (1− 0.37n)
. (16)
For M17, the ts to our data yield a ≃ −0.59 km2s−2, b ≃ 1.17 km2s−2arcsecond
−n
, and
n ≃ 0.36. Equation (16) then gives L′ ≃ 0.22′′ or 1.8 mp at the distane of M17 (i.e., approximately
1.7 kp), and V ′n ≃ 0.30 km/s.
A preise determination of the magneti eld strength in M17 through equation (11) would
require an equally preise knowledge of the gas density nn and the ionization fration χi, whih we
do not possess at this time. We an, however, use reasonable values for these parameters and provide
an estimate of the magneti eld strength to allow for omparison with previous measurements
obtained with other tehniques. Therefore, hoosing nn = 10
6 cm−3, whih should be appropriate
for HCN and HCO
+
at the J = 4 → 3 transition, and χi = 10
−7
for the ionization fration we
alulate a plane-of-the sky magneti eld strength of B ≈ 1.0 mG from equation (11). Although
this value ompares well with earlier HI and OH Zeeman measurements (Brogan & Troland 2001)
that yielded line-of-sight magneti eld strengths as high as 0.75 mG in this moleular loud, we
should keep in mind that our estimate is probably unertain to within a fator of a few or even as
muh as an order of magnitude. We also note that the details of our alulations rest in part on
the assumption that the ion veloity dispersion spetrum drops steeply in the ambipolar diusion
range. In the event that this assumption is not realized, the harateristi veloity V ′n, and the
magneti eld strength, would be overestimated through equation (15).
It is important to note that urrent (e.g., SMA, CARMA) or future (e.g., ALMA) interfer-
ometers ould provide high enough spatial resolutions to allow for the diret determination of the
ambipolar diusion sale L′ and the harateristi veloity V ′n of an eddy at that sale diretly from
the veloity dispersion spetra. The determination of L′ would be straightforward from the veloity
dispersion spetrum of the ion, as it would be identied with the sale at whih a signiant drop
in veloity ours (i.e., the ion ut-o point) or where the neutral and ion spetra depart from one
another (see Figure 3).
6. Summary
Our analysis of turbulent veloity dispersion spetra from oexistent ion and neutral moleular
speies an be summarized as follows:
1. We showed that by ombining observational spetral line prole data to dierent sales, in
the manner of Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001), it is possible to probe turbulent veloity
dispersion spetra at sub-loud/ore sales.
2. For oexistent ions and neutrals in M17, the turbulent veloity dispersion spetra share the
same slope in the inertial range, as expeted from the ux freezing approximation, but the
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ion spetrum is downshifted nearly uniformly at all sales relative to that of the neutrals, as
shown in Figure 2. This an be explained by the ourrene of ambipolar diusion at smaller
sales where Rm < 1. The downshifted veloity spetrum of the ions implies that they have
a steeper turbulent energy spetrum than the neutrals at ambipolar diusion sales. It is,
therefore, apparent that ambipolar diusion does not set the energy ut-o range for both
ions and neutrals.
3. Sine ambipolar diusion happens in the presene of magneti elds, the dierene between
the veloity dispersion spetra of ions and neutrals an be used to estimate magneti eld
strengths. For M17, we estimate the ambipolar diusion sale to approximately 1.8 mp,
and the plane-of-the-sky magneti eld strength to approximately 1 mG. Beause we do not
preisely know the gas density and the ionization fration in M17 this estimate of the magneti
eld strength is probably unertain to within a fator of a few or even as muh as an order of
magnitude.
We note that using optially thin moleular speies, suh as the H
13
CN and H
13
CO
+
isotopologues,
ould be advantageous for this type of study; their systemati line with dierene is also reported
by Houde et al. (2000b) and Lai, Velusamy, & Langer (2003). Their advantage would reside in the
fat that their orresponding line proles would not be saturated, unlike the speies used in this
work in some parts of the moleular loud under onsideration, and the line widths measured would
reet more faithfully the true veloity dispersions of the ion and neutral gas omponents along
the line-of-sight. Moreover, H
13
CN and H
13
CO
+
would allow us to probe magneti elds at greater
depth in star-forming regions, where they are likely to be stronger (Cruther 1999; Basu 2000).
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Fig. 1. The HCN veloity dispersions σ obtained from spetral line width measurements at sub-
loud sales L (using logarithmi sales). The lower envelope an be tted to a Kolmogorov-type
spetrum with a spetral index of approximately 0.18, as measured from the logarithmi slope. The
observed data are at the smallest sale shown (i.e., 20 arseonds), while adjaent positions were
ombined to get veloity dispersions at larger sales.
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Fig. 2. Similar to Figure 1, with the exeptions that the vertial axis is now for the square of
the veloity dispersion, we used linear sales for both the horizontal and vertial sales, and the
data for the other moleular speies, HCO
+
, have been added (in red, HCN is in blak). The HCN
data are tted for a Kolmogorov-type law σ2n = bL
n
to their lower envelope. The relative downshift
of the HCO
+
veloity dispersion spetrum is made expliit with the orresponding σ2
i
= a + bLn
t. The dierent parameters are a ≃ −0.59 km2s−2, b ≃ 1.17 km2s−2arcsecond
−n
, and n ≃ 0.36.
The measured dierenes between the two veloity dispersion spetra are 0.57, 0.65, 0.57, and 1.22
km
−2
s
−2
with inreasing beam sizes. The lak of agreement at the largest spatial sale is easily
aounted for by the small amount of statistis available, whih prevented us from nding the true
lower envelope at that sale for both spetra. The unertainties on the measured veloity dispersions
for the lower envelopes are negligible (< 0.01 km/s) and are thus not shown.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of our explanation for the dierene between the ion and neutral veloity
spetra of Figure 2 is shown. This is a log-log plot of the turbulent energy versus wave number
(inverse of the spatial sale) in arbitrary units. Ambipolar diusion happens at wave numbers larger
than k′, whih is in turn smaller than k′′, where the hydrodynami visosity sets in for the neutral
spetrum Fn (k) (Fi (k) is for the ion spetrum). The energy spetrum in the inertial range, F (k),
is ommon to both speies, while ions and neutrals have dierent spetra at ambipolar diusion
sales. The square of the veloity measured at a partiular wave number K is proportional to the
integral of the energy spetrum over all wave numbers greater than K. The observed dierene
between the two veloity dispersion spetra is proportional to the shaded area.
